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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There have been a significant number of storms and as well as devastation that they have caused Plaquemines Parish. There have been 5 hurricanes & the nation’s worst environmental disaster in history have hit Plaquemines Parish in the last 8 years.2005- Hurricane Katrina2005- Hurricane Rita2008- Hurricane Gustav2008- Hurricane Ike2010- Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill2012- Hurricane IsaacDevastation to people, property, pets and communities.86% of all hurricanes pass through Plaquemines first – we’re a speed bump



Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the locals I talked about earlier was this man, Earl Armstrong. He grew up at Pilot Town, a small community along the river. This man did more to explain the coast to me than any engineer or scientist! Old timer Earl Armstrong who grew up in Plaquemines Parish told me about how the only cattle that survived Hurricane Katrina were standing on a ridge that was built during Hurricane Betsey. He explained to me how this ridge truly provided protection during one of the worst storms that ever hit Louisiana.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a cattle rancher, Mr. Earl explained to me how the only cattle he owned that survived Hurricane Katrina, did so by making their way to the top of a ridge, that was pumped to 20 feet after Hurricane Betsy in 1965. The problem today are the resource agencies and non-governmental groups (NGO’s) dictate to us how our projects should be built. After Earl told me about the ridges and showed me the cattle on ridge, we decided that this should be the start of our coastal plan.



Currently proposed Restoration Projects (while restoring wetland 
habitat) have minimal impact on flood protection  for Plaquemines 

Parish residents based on ERDC modeling.  

COASTAL RESTORATION  
IN PLAQUEMINES PARISH 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Keeping all this in mind, we began to wonder about all projects being planned in my parish. we asked for ALL coastal projects that were being developed just in Plaquemines Parish. A total of 38 projects, most of them unfunded through CIAP, CWPPRA, the State, Federal, etc. were shown to me. We then partnered with ERDC (the Corps top modelers in the country) and asked them, “If all these projects could be build overnight and we had the billion plus dollars to build them, what would that do to protect Plaquemines?” The answer was shocking, “Nothing”, was the corps response after modeling. So we set out to augment these projects.



Modeling has shown that tree barriers significantly reduce 
wave action.   

REDUCING WAVE HEIGHTS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We met with Dr. Suhayda who showed us where in the models a wave heights of 5 feet would be knocked down to less than a foot by using a forested tree line and ridge. Knowing that a 5 foot wave could be knocked down to less than a foot by planting trees, we began designing forested ridges that would knock down waves before they reached our levees. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
When Billy first took office, the state was working on a project to rebuild Pass Chaland (a barrier island) in my parish. He had a number of local people walk in his office and ask, “Why are we paying $22 million to rebuild a barrier island and then only pump it up to four (4) feet? It won’t last a year!”It was built to 4 feet high at a cost of $22 million. It was completed in December 2007. Keep your eye on the wooden pilings….



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Well, those people were wrong. The rebuilt island that cost $22 million did not last six (6) months! Hurricane Gustav destroyed the island six months after it was built. On August 25, 2008 Hurricane Gustav completely destroyed the island. We have wasted money on coastal projects that are not being built high enough. You wouldn’t spend your money that way…why are we letting them spend our tax dollars that way?Local residents were often complaining to me about the ridges and other projects being built too small. 



Coastal Restoration in 
Plaquemines Parish will 
include: 
 
1.Maintaining  adequate flood 
protection for residents 

 
2.Providing “Forested Ridges” 
adjacent to levees 
Phase 1   

 
3. Replenishment of wetlands 
areas 
Phase 2 
 
4. Redevelopment of the 
barrier islands 
Phase  

COASTAL RESTORATION 
IN PLAQUEMINES PARISH 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We then told our team, “We want an “A”, and a “B” and a “C” plan. And what we mean by that is, “What is the low hanging fruit?” What can we build within the first two years; that’s “A.” And then what can we build in the next 5-10 years (B) and later what can be built in the next 15 years? (Point out color on map).This plan began in 2008 and determined the final plan with long term planning involved. The A, B and C plans were created by offering home owners and businesses flood protection from a major storm. It’s difficult to offer tax incentives to relocate your business to Plaquemines Parish if there’s a chance every year you’re going to lose your business to a storm. What can I get done in the short term vs. long term. Plaquemines Parish set out to create a coastal plan that:Would be sustainableWould lower storm surgeWould recognize forms of protection other than levees and floodwalls



CONSTRUCTION OF FORESTED RIDGES 
1. Existing conditions: High wave 
energies on levee faces 

2. Historic ridge restored using 
Mississippi River sediments  

4. Vegetated ridge will reduce wave 
energy and wave overtopping 

3. Vegetation can offset subsidence 
elevation losses over time 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once in place, ridges will lower wave heights. In some areas, we will be able to obtain 100-year flood protection (as recognized by FEMA and the Corps) without raising our existing levees.Using our team we created Plaquemines Parishes first coastal plan. 



CONSTRUCTION OF FORESTED RIDGES 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will build on historic ridge systems for:Reduced environmental impactsGeotechnical stabilityConstructabilityElevation purposesReduced wave and surge energy at the headlandThe conceptual design of what it would look like is pictured above. We will pump in and as material runs down its going to create the marsh platform then after that we will build the trees on that same platform. These ridges would be built on historic ridge systems and would be easy to permit, construct and will reduce wave and surge energy during a storm. After seeing our plan, the group at ERDC referred to our findings as “Scary Good!” 



RIDGE RESTORATION PROGRAM 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today our plan will not only lower storm surge to Plaquemines, but it will reduce storm surge to our neighboring parishes including surrounding parishes and several other communities on the Gulf Coast.86% of the storms pass through Plaquemines - we are the “speed bump” that will protect these parishes.  



RIDGE RESTORATION PROGRAM  
OBJECTIVES  
 Main Program Objective: Invest in coastal restoration 

projects that have the greatest impact in reduction of 
surge and wave heights 

 Additional benefits: 

– Complementary to State Coastal Master Plan 

– Efficient to permit 

– Constructible 

– Restores historic coastal ridge and marsh habitat 

– Leverages Parish funds 

 

 



• Largest coastal 
project in the history 
of the U.S. 

 
• Permitted in 19 days 

 
• Environmentalists 

claimed that the 
berms would 
decimate the 
marshes and 
ecosystem 

BUILDING THE BERMS 



“At this time, LPBF still firmly 
believes that the project will be 
beneficial for the islands. We 
expect the berm will buy some time 
for the islands and quickly create 
quality barrier island habitats. The 
berm at Chandeleur Island is 
potentially the most significant 
constructed project contributing to 
coastal restoration in in the 
Pontchartrain Basin in 2010.”  

-- Dr. John Lopez, PhD. Lake  
    & Coast Magazine, May 2011 

MEDIA ATTENTION 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nearly a year later, we had proved them wrong. The same people that criticized us were praising our efforts and referring to the berms as the silver lining of the oil spill. One of our biggest critics John Lopez praised our work.



BUDMAT PROGRAM UPDATE 

 Plaquemines Parish signed an agreement with 
USACE-MVN in spring 2013 

 Focuses on areas along West Bay and Tiger 
Pass 

 Agreement executed August 6th 

 Work currently ongoing 

 



BIRD HABITAT ISLAND RESTORATION 
PARTNERSHIP 
 Plaquemines Parish Government 

 Barataria – Terrebonne National 
Estuary Program 

 Shell 

 Apache Minerals 

 Coastal Impact Assistance 
Program 

 American Bird Conservancy 

 National Audubon Society 

Total funds and donations: $3M 

 
 

Proposed Island: 
 18.90 Ac. at Containment Berm 
 10.4 Ac. at MHW 
 8.5 Ac. of Intertidal Zone 
 0.4 Ac. +4 Top of Island 



EXTINCTION 



BIRDS OF THE CAT ISLANDS 











HISTORIC LAND LOSS – CAT ISLAND 
WEST 

1935 – 350 acres 
 

1998 – 40 acres  
 

2010 – 5.5 acres 
 
 

2014 – Open water 

 



PROJECT CHALLENGES 

 Remote Locations 

 Lack of Nearby Borrow Sources 

 Lack of Shallow Water Platform Land Mass to 
Build On 

 Subject to Extreme Storm Events from All 
Directions 

 More Costly to Construct Relative to Other 
Projects ($200K-$250K/Acre) 

 

 

 



RESTORATION PLAN – CAT ISLAND 
WEST 



CONCEPTUAL RENDERING 

For illustration purposes only. Not actual design, or to scale. 



QUESTIONS? 

28 
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